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Abstract—Anonymous wireless networks use covert relays to prevent unauthorized entities from determining communicating parties through traffic timing analysis. In a multipath anonymous network, the choice of which relay nodes should be covert, as well as the route selection by the network nodes, affect both the anonymity and network performance. Although assigning relays as covert and selecting routes composed of covert relays can provide higher anonymity, the selection of these two parameters will increase the packet dropping rate of the network. In this paper, we introduce an analytical framework for joint relay assignment and route selection in multi-path anonymous wireless networks. The main contributions of this work are two-fold. First, we show that joint relay assignment and route selection can be formulated as a convex optimization problem which guarantees global optimum solution. Second, as special cases of our formulation, we derive solutions for the problem of route selection to maximize anonymity when the relay configuration is given, as well as the problem of relay configuration for a given route selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Anonymity is an essential requirement for many communication systems to prevent unauthorized observers from determining the identities of the communicating parties. Practical applications in which anonymity is essential include, but are not limited to, electronic mail, evading website censorship, and file sharing. In a network with multiple source and destination nodes, anonymous networking protocols use cryptography to prevent eavesdroppers from identifying source-destination pairs by reading packet headers [1,2]. Transmitted packets of flows, however, carry additional information that cannot be disguised by means of cryptography, namely, their transmission time (or the time-stamp of transmitted packets) and routing path. If intermediate nodes forward packets in a “first come, first serve” manner, the timing of the received and forwarded packets can be correlated, leading to possible exposure of source-destination pairs [3].

In order to improve the anonymity of source-destination pairs, existing works have investigated the idea of designing relays to be secure against timing-based attacks. In [4], a mixing method, which collects and reorders packets from multiple senders before forwarding was introduced. Mixing relays that add fake traffic (dummy packets) [5] and drop packets [6] have also been proposed as mechanisms to further increase anonymity.

In [8], the authors introduce the notion of a covert relay, which transmits packets according to a pre-specified probabilistic schedule, sending fake traffic when no real packets are available. This pre-specified probabilistic schedule is shown to remove timing correlation at the relay nodes [7,8]. While covert relays prevent eavesdroppers from tracing forwarded packets back to the sender, the use of a pre-specified schedule reduces throughput, leading to increased latency and packet drops due to buffer overflows [7]. On the other hand, non-covert (visible) relays do not provide any anonymity.

There are two components that affect the anonymity of a wireless network, namely, the configuration of relays as covert or visible, and the routing paths chosen by nodes. While these two components play pivotal roles in determining the anonymity of the network, they also affect network performance. Hence, an analytical approach is needed to quantify and maximize the anonymity of a given network when performance constraints are enforced. Relay assignment based on the trade-off between anonymity and throughput in a single-path wireless network was studied in [8]. For a network with fixed covert and visible relays, a rate-distortion approach to allocate flows among multipath in order to maximize anonymity subject to packet-loss constraints was introduced in [9,10]. However, a unified approach for relay assignment and route selection that guarantees optimal anonymity, while maintaining network performance, is currently lacking.

In this paper, we propose an optimization framework for joint relay configuration and route selection in multipath anonymous wireless networks. Within this framework, the optimal relay configuration and route selection need to be chosen to maximize a given information-theoretic anonymity metric, subject to a packet-loss constraint. We prove that this optimization problem is convex, leading to efficient algorithms which guarantee global optimality.

As special cases, we consider route selection when the relay configuration is given, as well as relay configuration for a given route selection. For both cases, we derive the optimal route selection and relay configuration using our framework.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the adversarial model, relay and network models, as well as the anonymity metric to be used in this work. In Section III, we present our convex optimization framework for joint relay configuration and route selection, and provide derivation for the special cases described above. Section IV illustrates our simulation results. Section V concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND SYSTEM MODEL

A. Adversary Model

We assume a passive global eavesdropper with knowledge of the network topology. The adversary is also assumed to be capable of observing and recording timing information of transmitted packets at all network nodes. All the packets and packet headers are encrypted to ensure that the adversary cannot read packets to determine their source and destination from the content or header. Instead, the adversary identifies source-destination pairs by using timing-based traffic analysis and knowledge of the network topology.

B. Relay Definitions

Visible and covert relays are defined as follows:

1) Visible Relays: A visible relay is a first in, first out intermediate node which forward packets without adding delay. In particular, if a routing path from a source to a destination consists of only visible relays, then an eavesdropper can trace the forwarded packets to the sender with probability one.

2) Covert Relays: A covert relay transmits packets according to a pre-specified probabilistic schedule. When there are no packets to be forwarded, the covert relay transmits a dummy packet; otherwise, the covert relay forwards the first packet in its buffer. Fake packets transmitted by covert relays are identified at the next hop using cryptographic mechanism based on shared pairwise keys and dropped. The design of the real and fake packet scheduling along with the encryption of the entire payload (packet and its headers) enable a covert relay to prevent eavesdroppers from associating the forwarded packets with incoming flows.

By assuming that packets arrive as a Poisson process with rate \( \eta_{in} \), and are transmitted according to a pre-determined Poisson schedule with rate \( \eta_{out} \), the packet-dropping in covert relays with buffer size \( K \) can be modeled as a M/M/1/K queue [7]. We assume that the buffer size \( K > 1 \). Hence, the packet-dropping rate for covert relays with various incoming rate is

\[
P_c(\eta_{in}, \eta_{out}, K) = \gamma^K \frac{(1 - \gamma)}{(1 - \gamma^K)},
\]

\( \gamma = \frac{\eta_{in}}{\eta_{out}} \).

Buffer overflows at visible relays are assumed to be negligible.

C. Network Model

We consider a wireless network with fixed topology composed of \( N \) sources, \( \alpha \) relays and \( M \) destinations where sources are \( \{S_1, S_2, ..., S_N\} \), destinations \( \{D_1, D_2, ..., D_M\} \) and relays \( \{C_1, C_2, ..., C_\alpha\} \). Each source \( S_i \) has transmission rate \( \eta_i \). We define a random variable \( Z_i \in \{D_1, D_2, ..., D_M\} \) as the destination for source \( S_i \), and we denote \( Z = [Z_1, Z_2, ..., Z_N] \) as the vector of random variables representing the source-destination pairs in network. In addition, we define random variable \( R_i \) as the route used by source \( S_i \). Then, we denote \( R = [R_1, R_2, ..., R_N] \) as the vector of random variables representing the routes used by N sources. We define \( C_i \) as a binary random variable with \( C_i = 1 \) and \( C_i = 0 \), when \( G_i \) is covert and visible, respectively. Then, we denote \( C = [C_1, C_2, ..., C_\alpha] \) as the vector of random variables representing the configuration of \( \alpha \) relays. To model the fact that the relays in an anonymous network only forward packets to the next hop and are not aware of the source and destination of forwarded packets, we assume that the relay configuration \( C \) is independent of the source-destination pairs \( Z \).

We assume packet-loss is caused by two factors, link-quality at the physical layer and buffer overflow at the network layer. We denote the fraction of packets from source \( S_i \) that are lost at relay \( G_j \) due to link quality for route selection \( R_i \) as \( L_i,j(R_i) \). The dropping rate due to buffer overflows at covert relays is given by \( P_c(\eta_{in}, \eta_{out}, K) \) in (1).

D. Anonymity Metric

We use \( H(Z) \) to represent the uncertainty of all source-destination pairs before timing-based traffic analysis. Since eavesdroppers observe the timing information from the transmitted packets in each route, the packets in \( R_i \) from source \( i \), for \( 1 \leq i \leq N \) with relays configuration \( C \) can reveal possible source-destination pairs. Thus, the uncertainty of the source-destination pairs deduced by eavesdropper with timing-based traffic analysis is defined as \( H(Z | R, C) \). As in [12], we normalize by the uncertainty of all source-destination pairs before timing-based traffic analysis attacks to measure anonymity degree as

\[
\text{Anonymity Degree} = \frac{H(Z | R, C)}{H(Z) - I(Z | R, C)} = \frac{H(Z) - I(Z | R, C)}{H(Z)}.
\]

Anonymity degree varies between 0 and 1. If all the relays are chosen as covert in \( C \), then the timing of packet transmission in routes \( R \) gives the eavesdropper no information about the associated source-destination pairs. Hence \( H(Z | R, C) = H(Z) \), resulting in the maximum anonymity of one. Since \( H(Z) \) is constant, maximizing anonymity degree is equivalent to minimizing the mutual information \( I(Z | R, C) \). The mutual information \( I(Z | R, C) \) quantifies the loss in anonymity after passive attacks.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we present our convex optimization framework for joint relay configuration and route selection. We then derive solutions for two special cases of this framework, namely, route selection for given relay configuration and relay configuration for a fixed set of routes.

A. Joint Relay and Route Selection

In a wireless network, there are two inter-related design components that affect anonymity, namely, relay configuration and route selection. Moreover, these two components also affect the packet-loss rate, since each route has different link-quality and relay configuration (recall that covert relays drop packets, while visible relays do not).

We let \( Q(C_1 = c_1, C_2 = c_2, ..., C_\alpha = c_\alpha) \) denote the probability that the relay configuration is given by \( (c_1, c_2, ..., c_\alpha) \). \( Q(c_1, c_2, ..., c_\alpha) \) is interpreted as the fraction of time as covert and visible when relay configuration is given by \( (c_1, c_2, ..., c_\alpha) \). \( Q(R_1=r_1, R_2=r_2, ..., R_N=r_N | C, Z) \) denotes the conditional probability that the route selection is given by \( (r_1, r_2, ..., r_N) \),
when the source-destination pairs are \( Z = (z_1, z_2, \ldots, z_N) \) and the relay configuration \( C = (c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_\alpha) \). We denote the average packet-loss rate as \( E_Z \), calculated by

\[
E_Z = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{c_i \in C} \eta_{in}(i) \right) + \sum_{R \in Z, j:R_j \in G_i} \left( \sum_{R \in Z, j:R_j \in G_i} \sum_{\eta_j} P(Z)Q(C)Q(R|Z,C)L_{j,i}(R_j) \right)
\]

\[
+ \sum_{l=1}^{M} \sum_{Z, R: R_j \in G_l} \eta_{l} \cdot P(Z)Q(C)Q(R|Z,C)L_{j'}(R_{j'}) \equiv \frac{1}{M} \sum_{l=1}^{M} \sum_{Z, R: R_j \in G_l} \eta_{l} \cdot P(Z)Q(C)Q(R|Z,C)L_{j'}(R_{j'})
\]

where \( \eta_{in}(i) = \sum_{j:R_j \in G_i} \sum_{\eta_j} P(Z)Q(C)Q(R|Z,C)(1 - L_{j,i}(R_j)) \).

The packet-loss rate in (2) represents summing the packet-loss from buffer overflow and link-quality. The first term represents the packet-loss from buffer overflows when relay \( G_i \) is covert, the second term represents the packet-loss due to link-quality at both covert and visible relays, and the third term represents the packet-loss due to link-quality at the destination.

Both anonymity and packet loss are functions of \( Q(C) \) and \( Q(R|Z,C) \). Hence, the optimization problem of selecting the relay configuration distribution \( Q(C) \) and the flow allocation \( Q(R|Z,C) \) in order to minimize the anonymity loss while satisfying a packet-loss constraint is formulated as

\[
\min_{Q(C),Q(R|Z,C)} \mathbb{E}_Z \left[ H(Z) - H(Z|R,C) \right],
\]

where \( H(Z) = -\sum_z q(Z) \log q(Z) \), \( q(Z) = \sum_{R,C} P(Z|Q(R,C|Z)} \log \frac{Q(R,C|Z)}{q(R,C)} \), and \( q(R,C) \) satisfies \( \sum_{Z} P(Z) = 1 \).

**Lemma 1.** Let \( Q^*(R,C|Z) \) denote the optimal solution of (4). The optimal solution to (3), denoted \( Q^*(C) \), can be obtained by

\[
Q^*(C) = \max_{R,C} \left\{ \sum_{Z} Q^*(R,C|Z) \right\}
\]

\[
Q^*(R,C|Z) = \frac{Q^*(R,C|Z)}{Q^*(C)}
\]

**Proof:** The proof is in two steps. First, we show that the values \( Q^*(C) \), \( Q^*(R|Z,C) \) are feasible under (3). We then prove that they are optimal under (3). To check feasibility of \( Q^*(R|Z,C) \), note that (4a) implies that \( E_Z(Q^*(C), \leq D \).

It remains to show optimality. Suppose there exist \( Q^*(C) \) and \( Q^*(R|Z,C) \) such that

\[
\sum_{Z,R,C} P(Z)Q(C)Q(R|Z,C) \log \frac{Q(C)Q(R|Z,C)}{q(R,C)}
\]

\[
< \sum_{Z,R,C} P(Z)Q^*(C)Q^*(R|Z,C) \log \frac{Q^*(C)Q^*(R|Z,C)}{q(R,C)}
\]

Then, without loss of generality, since \( C \) is independent of \( Z \), define \( Q^*(C|Z) = Q^*(C) \) for all \( Z \) and let \( Q^*(R|C,Z) = Q^*(C)Q^*(R|Z,C) \). Then, \( E_Z(Q^*(C), \leq D \) and (4c) holds by assumption. Furthermore, by (5)

\[
\sum_{Z,R,C} P(Z)Q^*(C)Q^*(R|Z,C) \log \frac{Q^*(C)Q^*(R|Z,C)}{q(R,C)}
\]

\[
< \sum_{Z,R,C} P(Z)Q^*(C)Q^*(R|Z,C) \log \frac{Q^*(C)Q^*(R|Z,C)}{q(R,C)}
\]

This, however contradicts the assumption that \( Q^* \) is optimal, implying that (5) cannot hold and \( Q^*(C), Q^*(R|Z,C) \) is the optimal solution pairs to (3).

**Theorem 1.** The optimization problem presented in (4) is convex, when the buffer size of a covert relay is \( K > 1 \).

**Proof:** We first show the packet-loss rate function \( E_Z \) in (4) is convex as a function of \( Q(R,C|Z) \). We denote the summand of the first term in (2) as \( f_i \)

\[
f_i(x) = x \star P_e(x, \eta_{out}, K), \quad 1 \leq i \leq \alpha,
\]

where \( x = \sum_{j:R_j \in G_i} \sum_{\eta_j} P(Z)Q(R,C|Z)(1 - L_{j,i}(R_j)) \), and \( P_e(x, \eta_{out}, K) \) satisfies \( \frac{dP_e}{dx} \geq 0 \) and \( \frac{d^2P_e}{dx^2} \geq 0 \), when the buffer size is \( K > 1 \). Hence given \( K > 1 \), \( P_e(x, \eta_{out}, K) \) is a convex and increasing function of \( x \) which implies \( f_i(x) \) is a convex function of \( x \). Since \( x \) is a linear combination of \( Q(R,C|Z) \) where \( P_e(x, \eta_{out}, K) \) is a convex function of \( Q(R,C|Z) \). Then, the second and third terms of (2) are linear functions of \( Q(R,C|Z) \), since link-quality of \( L_{j,i}(R_j) \), source \( j \) transmission rate \( \eta_j \) and \( P(Z) \) are constants. Hence, both are convex functions of \( Q(R,C|Z) \). Since all three terms of (2) are individually convex, their sum is also a convex function. \( E_Z \) is therefore a convex function of \( Q(R,C|Z) \).
In addition, \( \sum_{R,C} Q(R,C|Z) = 1 \) and \( \sum_{R} Q(R,C|Z) = \sum_{R,Z} P(Z)Q(R,C|Z) \) are affine equality constraints which preserve convexity. Finally, the mutual information function \( I(Z;R,C) \) is a convex function in terms of variable \( Q(R,C|Z) \) given \( P(Z) \). Therefore, the optimization in (4) is convex, when the buffer size \( K > 1 \).

Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 imply that efficient algorithms can be used to obtain the globally optimal route selection \( Q(R,Z,C) \) and relay configuration \( Q(C) \).

In what follows, we analyze the optimal route selection and relay configuration for two special cases. In the first case, we consider route selection in a network with given, fixed relay configuration. In the second case, we consider relay configuration in a network with given, fixed source-destination pairs and routes.

B. Special Case 1: Route Selection for Given Fixed Relay Configuration

The case of a given fixed relay configuration \( (c_1,c_2,\ldots,c_n) \) can be represented by the distribution \( Q(c_1,c_2,\ldots,c_n) = 1 \). We then have \( Q(R,C|Z) = Q(R,Z,C = c_1,c_2,\ldots,c_n) \). By solving Lagrange multiplier function from (4), the globally optimal solution \( Q(R,Z,C) \) can be obtained. We consider the route selection under two different scenarios. In the first scenario, we assume that the buffer size of a covert relay is sufficiently large so that packet loss is due to link quality alone. In the second scenario, we incorporate packet dropping by covert relays with finite buffers.

1) Packet-loss from link-quality alone: Solving (4) via Lagrange multipliers yields

\[
Q(R|Z,C) = \frac{q(R|C) \exp[s \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} L_q(R_i) \right)]}{\sum_{R} q(R|C) \exp[s \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} L_q(R_i) \right)]},
\]

where \( q(R|C) = \sum_{Z} P(Z)Q(R,Z,C), \)

\[
L_q(R_i) = \sum_{j: \{G_i \cap R_i\} \cup \{D_j \cap R_i\}} L_{i,j}(R_i) \ast (\eta_i / \sum_{i'=1}^{N} \eta_{i'}). \]

Here, \( s < 0 \) is a parameter that determines the trade-off between anonymity and packet-loss rate. Decreasing the value of \( s \) increases the value of the achieved anonymity, at the cost of higher packet-loss rate [11].

2) Packet-loss from link-quality and dropping by covert relays: If we assume a finite buffer size \( K \) for the covert relays, packets will be dropped when the buffer is full. Then, \( Q(R,Z,C) \) can be obtained by solving the function

\[
f(R) = \frac{q(R|C) \exp[sT_Z]}{\sum_{R} q(R|C) \exp[sT_Z]} = 0, \tag{7}
\]

where \( q(R|C) = \sum_{Z} P(Z)Q(R,Z,C), \)

\[
T_Z = \frac{\partial E_Z}{\partial Q(R|Z,C)} \ast (1/P(Z)).
\]

C. Special Case 2: Relay Configuration for Given Route Selection

Given the route for each source-destination pair, \( Q(R,C|Z) = Q(C) \times Q(R|Z,C) \) where route selection \( Q(R|Z,C) \) is given. By solving the Lagrange multiplier function from (4), the global solution \( Q(C) \) can be obtained by

\[
Q(C) = \frac{\prod_{R,Z} \left[ \frac{q(R|C)}{Q(R,C)} \right] P(Z,R,C) \exp[s\Phi(C)]}{\sum_{C} \left( \prod_{R,Z} \left[ \frac{q(R|C)}{Q(R,C)} \right] P(Z,R,C) \exp[s\Phi(C)] \right)}, \tag{9}
\]

where \( q(R|C) = \sum_{Z} P(Z)Q(R|Z,C)Q(C), \)

\[
P(Z,R,C) = P(Z)Q(R|Z,C), \Phi(C) = \frac{\partial E_Z}{\partial Q(C)}.
\]

The \( Q(C) \) obtained from (9) indicates the assignment of covert and visible relays.

IV. Simulation Results

The simulated network topology consists of two sources, two destinations, and four relays with buffer size \( K = 5 \) (Figure 1). Each source has transmission rate 5. Covert relays are assumed to have transmission rate 10. The source-destination pairs are chosen by \( P(Z_i = D_i,Z_j = D_j) = 1/4 \), for \( i,j = 1,2 \) (i.e., all source-destination pairs are equally likely). The link quality of each link in Figure 1 was chosen uniformly at random from the interval \([10^{-5}, 10^{-2}]\).

Figure 2(a) shows the anonymity of the optimal route selection obtained from (7) for each given relay configuration and packet-loss constraint. We consider covert relay configurations \( (C_1,C_4),(C_1,C_2,C_3),(C_1,C_2,C_3,C_4) \), and show the...
resulting trade-offs between anonymity and packet-loss rate. When the required packet-loss rate is low, fewer covert relays should be used due to their increased packet dropping. On the other hand, when higher packet-loss is permissible, assigning relays to be covert increases the anonymity degree. We observe that adding the covert relay $C_2$ (solid line) actually reduces the achievable anonymity degree for each packet loss constraint. This illustrates the need for joint route and relay assignments.

Figure 2(b) shows the anonymity-packet loss trade-off for choosing relay assignments obtained from (9) with a given route selection and set of source-destination pairs. We consider two cases of route selection, which we denote as fixed and uniform. Under fixed route selection, source $S_1$ uses the route $\{S_1, C_2, D_1\}$ with probability 1, while $S_2$ uses the route $\{S_2, C_4, D_2\}$ with probability 1. Under uniform route selection, source $S_1$ ($S_2$) chooses each possible path to the destination $D_1$ ($D_2$) with equal probability. For covert relays with buffer size $K=5$, uniform route selection provides higher anonymity subject packet-loss constraints. This is because uniform route selection divides flow equally among the relays, leading to shorter average buffer occupancy and hence fewer packets drops.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we studied the problem of maximizing anonymity subject to packet-loss constraints through joint route selection and relay configuration in multipath anonymous networks. For an information theoretic anonymity metric, we formulated joint relay and route selection as a convex optimization problem. We showed that the problem of optimal route selection for given relay configuration, as well as optimal relay configuration for given fixed route selection can be derived and solved as special cases of our framework. Our framework guarantees efficient computation of the global optimum.

In the future work, we will study the performance of our approach in networks with additional relays and source-destination pairs, and compare our approach with independent optimization of relay configuration and route selection.
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